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Ackno\vl e cigement 
For over three de ca.des Miss Laura G. Woodberry has 
been called the mother of the Socia l Service Index. Today th 
Boston Social Service Index is recognized by Massachusetts 
. 
social workers as a model of efficiency, and the most impor-
t ant ad junct to their work. Today ninety-nine tax-supported 
a.nd one hundred sixty-one voluntary agencies--city, sta.te, 
federal--consult the catalogue of the Boston Social Service 
Index. 
Iviiss Woodberry has long felt tha t socia l workers 
needed a knowledge of the essentials of Index procedure. 
Today students of Boston University, Boston College, Harvard 
University, Simmons College and Regis College yearly spend 
several days working in the catalogue under Miss Woodberry's 
expert guidance. 
The writer is definitely conscious of his inadequacy 
to attempt to show but a part of the methods Miss Woodberry 
has devoted thirty-four ye ars to develop. He is indebted to 
her for the chance to write such a thesis and for her invalu-
able assista.nce in its construction. 
He is also indebted to Mrs. Beruta Connors, of the 
Boston Social Service Index, and to Mr. Gordon Senecal, of 
the Boston Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, 
for their pertinent and suggestive criticisms. 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem. The Boston Social Service Index in the past 
several years has received several scores of letters from 
Councils of Social Agencies admitting, by their questions, 
their f a ilure to solve typical index problems. Since a de-
tailed study was necessary to answer these questions adequate-
ly, and as time did not permit the busy workshop to make such 
a study, the writer spent two months, working full-time, in 
obs ervation of the methods used in the solution of these 
problems. 
Purpose. It is the purpose of this thesis by description and 
by fictitious illustrations to show the methods the Boston 
Social Service Index employs, and of those workers who use 
them, in the solving of the chief indexing problem--identifi-
cation; with the hope tha t parts of the thesis will be useful 
for adoption or suggestion, at least tha t it should stimulate 
a more serious attention towards this problem. For as long 
as records remain unidentified the client remains unprotected. 
History of the Boston Social Service Index. The Boston S~ciaJ 
Service Index had its inception in the rooms of the Boston 
Provident Association in 1876. Public-spirited citizens fos-
tered it. The Boston Overseers of the Poor helped to develop 
it. The Associated Charities, now known as Boston Family Wel-
Fare Society, in 1879 took over the list of names as a part 
of its work of organizing charity. The ca talogue of names 
(l) 
remained in the office of the Family Welfare Society fifty 
years. In 1930 the Index became a part of the Boston Council 
of Social Agencies. 
When Miss Woodberry w.:::..s appointed registrar of the 
Associated Chari ties in 1903 the Index was a centrz.l bureau of 
duplicate registration. On such a slip as Illustration "a" 
the agencies registered their cases and visits. 
Name ( !:nt h ) 
• P ;trcnt s. 
Address. 
Children. 
A id given. 
R emarks: _' -. ___ _ 
7 "i :;i lnt· u;' 
Illustra tion "b" ·is a photostat of an 1878 original 
duplica te registration card. It represents an attempt to 
establish a central bureau of duplica te registration--a 
fundamentally wasteful system. 
2 
====1~·-=-=- ~-======'-= 
With the coming of Miss Woodberry the philosophy and 
ractice of the bureau radically changed. The purpose of the 
ndex(to Miss Woodberry) was not to detect fraud but to pro-
the client. The idea of the index card was not to dupli-
ate the records of the agency but to serve as a pointer to 
r he agency that had the record in a given case. 
ere to be in the safe-keeping of the agencies. 
The records 
A new type of 
ard that would fulfill this purpose Miss Woodberry construct-
d in 1905. It is still used today. (Illustration nc"). 
3 
====~==========---~~===============================================~~-=-==-~-=~=-
Miss Woodberry considers the Index a workshop, i.e. the pl ace 
where reports are produced for the agencies. 
Plan. The thesis has t wo divisions. In detail the first part 
Chapter t wo, traces a hypothetical social service slip throug 
the seven r outine processes of identifica tion; and attempts to 
I 
s-how the function of the worker in each process and the re-
l ationship one process(or one worker) bears to the next. 
Part Two(Chapter three anQ four) lists the problems 
of identification and by use of illustrative material, shows 
t he methods used by the Boston Socia.l Service Index in the 
4 
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Chapter 2 
THE TOOLS AND THOSE ~~0 USE THEM 
The fundamental purpose of the Boston Social Service 
Index is to index case records. The Index does not handle 
the records . Its index cards merely point out where the rec-
ords are to be found. On these cards are recorded but enough 
f a.ce sheet information to identify the case, the names of the 
agencies having kno~~ the family and the date each agency 
indexed the record. A record is said to be indexed when the 
name of the agency requesting information concerning a case, 
is recorded on the index card. After this record has been 
indexed the Index sends a photostatic copy of the index card 
to the requesting agency. 
The voluntary and tax supported agencies in 
Massachusett s who consult the catalogue of the Boston Social 
Service Index use four methods to index their records. By 
the telephone, by personal visit, by mail, and by pneumatic 
tube . 
Information is sent to the Social Service Index on 
three kinds of slips: duplicate socia l service slips, public 
welfare slips and on telephone slips.(d) 
The duplica te social service slips are sent to the 
Index by mail or by messenger; the public welfare slips by 
the pneumatic tube. (l) 
The more completely the service slip is filled out 
by the a gency the more chance the Index has of identifying 
9F~=====================-~~===== ~======================9F=====-(l)The Boston Socia l Service Index and the Intake Division of 
the Board of Public Welfare are housed in the same building. 
A pneumatic tube arrangement connects the two offices. It is 
possible for the welfare intake worker before the first 
appl~catio~ interview is consummated to know whether the 
_ 'I appl~cant ~s _known __ t_()___Q-tM~agene-ie.s. ____ _ 
I {5~ ~-------
6 
DATE 
the record. The treatment of each slip involves seven 
processes. 
(l)The mail clerk records on the dia ry the number 
of duplicate service slips received from each 
agency. 
(2)The street slip writer makes out street slips 
for each address appearing on the duplicate 
service slip. 
(3)The street file clerk endeavors to find these 
addresses in the street files. 
(4)The searcher endeavors to locate the index cards 
in the catalogue name files. 
(5)The poster sets down on the index cards all the 
new information sent in by the agency on the 
duplicate service slips. 
(6)The photostat opera tor makes a picture of the 
index card. 
(7)The ma i l clerk mails the photostat copy of the 
index(c~rd to the agency whence the service slip 
came. l J 
The entire process is completed in one day. 
The Mail Clerk. Each morning the mail clerk opens the letter 
and counts the number of duplica te socia l service slips in 
each envelope and enters the number on the diary sheets 
aga inst the agency having sent them.(e) 
Each agency encloses a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. These envelopes are filed in the mail box in the 
photostat room. 
(l)Photosta t copies of index cards are sent to the Public 
Welfare Department by the pneumatic tube. Copies of index 
ca rds are mailed to the agencies using the telephone slip. 
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The Street Slip Writer. When the social service slips have 
been counted and posted on the diary they are given to the 
street slip writers who copy on street slips,(f)(dummy), in 
the order mentioned: the name of the city or to~n, the 
address, the case surname and front names(with the woman's 
name listed first), and the date. For every address, unless 
it be too general, such as Smith Street, Boston(no house 
number given), a street slip is written. Illustration "g" 
shows the · treatment given a service slip by the street slip 
writer. 
10 
11 
12 
--=-
---
Several factors in the above illustration should be 
noted. Tha t the Boston street slip differed in color and in 
size from those of Quincy, Saugus, Lynn and Westford and did 
not have Boston written on it. Tha t the Lynn slip bore the 
name of the man's parents, and the Westford of the woman's 
parents. That a slip was made out for Westford, even though 
the street address was not given on the slip. 
The size of Boston warrants a street file of its own. 
I 
Therefore the slip is of a different color, and as a blue 
slip represents a Boston address the word "Boston" need not be 
written. The names of the parents were put on the Lynn and 
Westford street slips because they, and not the son or the 
daughter, lived there. A street slip was made out for Westfo " 
because it is such a small town tha t in the street files all 
the names from Westford known to the Index catalogue can be 
put on one card. Should the Saugus address have been given a 
Williams Street, without the number, the street slip still 
would have been made out. But should Berkeley Avenue, Boston, 
come in without the number, no slip would be written. It is 
essential t hat these street slips be accurately written. 
Later it will be seen how the files identify the case. 
When the street slips are written they and their 
social service slip are taken to the two street files. One 
houses the Boston addresses, and the other the addresses in 
towns and cities outside of Boston. The towns and cities are 
13 
filed alphabetically, and within the section devoted to each 
town are the streets alphabetically filed. In the street 
files is a street card, Illustration "h", standing for each 
address known to the Index. 
Illustration "h" 
On this card appears the name of the town or city at the top, 
the number of the house and the street name, the name of the 
family, and the dat~ the card was made. 
Let us follow IlluStration "g" through the street 
files. The street file cl~rk secures from the street slip 
writer the Quincy Family Welfare social service slip, "Jones, 
Martha & William" accompanied by the five colored street slips~ 
He compares the addresses and the names on the street slips 
with those on the social service slip. As they check correct-
ly he looks up 15 Berkeley Street in the Boston file, and 
finds the card Illustration "i". 
14 
Illustration "i" 
I 15 Berke lty Street 
I SURNAME WOMAN MAN M"AIOEN NAME r 
Brown .T P""- R i P .T,., mAR l sm it:., I 
I .T ,~<::>n'Yl fu'i >'. "Y'U Po+ OT' ©-.!_:g !' =i eB I 
-., I 
I 
I I I 
! I 
II ( \ I 
\ r 
\ , I 
I 
I 
_I 
' SHA W·WAL.KER·SOCIAL SERVICE STREET CARD·FOR M NO 35 N334 [ 
This card he withdraws, substituting in its place the street 
slip, which shows there is a card for that address and that i 
is out at the time; then, in the Quincy section of the other 
street file, he looks up James Street, finds a card for that 
addr ess, Illustration "j", and puts the dummy slip in its 
proper place. 
' I 
Illustration "j" 
Quinc y 
103 James Stree t 
Williams, Ma r y (Smith) 
&John 
Jones , Mar tha ( 
&Willit.m 
7/8/?; 6 
15 
Under 17 Williams Street, Saugus,the street file 
clerk finds no car d . After searching the cards previous t~ 
and followi ng number 17 Williams St reet to make certa in the 
card has not been filed incorrectly, he checks the street slip 
(Illustrat i on "k") and puts it where number 17 Williams Street 
numerically belongs. This checked slip shows that the address 
is new and t hat as yet no street card has been made. 
Illustration "k" 
In the Lynn section under "10 B Streetn he fails to find a 
card and checks the slip (Illustration Til") and places it in 
the file. Illustration "1" 
, ,-e,. 
•-~~ --=-~~~-=--=----=~= 
~ ~......__ _ 
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In the westford section he finds several cards(Illustration 
"m") clipped together carding the names of the Westford rec-
ords appearing in the catalogue. 
Illustration "m" 
·.\ Q 1 ord 
Smith, I ' :-v( J a c obs) 
& Jc hr. 
Stuart, Jennie( Sand s ) 
& Mike 
:Peter E •. Mar g tt ret 
( JoneE )& Sam 
Bov;tllBD,Lillian 
( CEie ey ) &G e c.,.~e 
Beere.Ruth(Byrnel 
&Paul 
Stein, Gertruc P 
( ~eek )&All~ ert 
4/4/34 
These he removes from the files putting in their place the 
Westford street slip. Having looked up all the addresses the 
street slip writer places the "Jones, Martha & William" receive · 
in the searcher's box. 
The Searcher. In his possession the searcher has: 
~ Illustration glthe duplicate social service slip Illustration i the 15 Berkeley ·street, Boston , card Illustration j the 103 James Street, Quincy, card Illustra tion m the clipped Westford cards 
On the street cards the searcher looks for the names given on 
the social ser·vice slip. None does he find on the Boston 
street card. The na me "Jones, Martha & William" he locates 
on the Quincy street card which tells him there is an index 
L--= card in the catalogue under tha t name. The Westford clipped 
17 

Illustration "n" 
A comparison of the index card and the social ser-
vice slip(Illustration "g ")identifies the case. The card is 
withdrawn from the files with the carbon duplicate service 
slip substituted. In pencil along the top of the carbon slip 
the searcher writes "card", his initial, and the date, 
(Illustration "o") showing that an index card on that date by 
that searcher was withdrawn. 
19 
• 
Illustration "o" 
FROM (Name of Agency) 
Surname 
Boston 
Date 
I . • •. M~Jen ~~me 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
1 \, .• :\ 
Man's First Name 
Pres. Address · , 
Prev. Addresses 
Before leaving the Jones group the searcher looks under the 
"William Joneses" to see whether a William Jones, born in 
1907, Quincy, had ever appeared in the catalogue as a single 
man. Then he looks in the "Jones Group" for "Helen and 
Joseph" to ascertain the status of the man's parents. 
20 
1
the Index for the first time,(l) the searcher makes out a 
I 
reference slip (Illustra.tion "P") in duplicate, for them. 
Illustration "P" 
• J 
The original reference slip he keeps. 
i 
- - -=- - -= =""-=-= (l)All persons under 35 years of age are referenced to their 
parents in this manneri provided that their ~arents na mes do 
not appear ·in the cata ogue. If the above W~lliam Jones' 
parents Helen and Joseph had an index card the son would be 
cross referenced to his parents, and they to him. Explanation 
of cross referencine: is e:iven in l:hRnt:A-r :z._ 
21 
The Westford street c o.rds, Illustration nmn, having 
him an index card of the woman's parents "Smith, Mary 
(Johnson) and Jamesn was to be found in the files(l) the 
earcher turns to the "Smith Group" and locates the card, 
llustration "q". 
Illustration "q" 
(l)The index card "Jones, Martha and William" at the bottom 
er relatives reveals this too ••••• "Smith, Mary & J ames ••• 
• CARD". 
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The card is easily identified. As he wishes to withdraw the 
card yet does not have a duplicate service slip for it the 
searcher writes out the following slip on a pad he carries 
with him, Illustration "r" and substitutes it for the with-
drawn card. (l) 
Illustration "r" 
~.:===IF:-------
(l)It will be noticed that on Illustra tion "r" the searcher 
set down "Lowell Index 3/2/37". The name of the last agency 
ng the family is so set down that that family might be 
tra ced should the index card be lost. 
Having looked up all the names listed on the originaJ 
service slip, "Jones, Martha & Williamn the searcher places 
the material in the poster's basket. 
The Poster. The function of the poster is to check the work 
done by the searcher and the street file clerk and to record 
new material. With the original "Jones, Martha & William" 
service slip the poster has: 
The original service slip (Illustration "g") 
The index card "Jones,Martha & William"(Illustration"n"' 
The index card "Smith,Mary & James" (Illustration"qn) 
The yellow reference slip "Jones,Helen & Joseph" 
(Illustra tion"p") 
The street cards: 
Westford (Illustration "m") 
Quincy (Illustration 11 j ") 
15 Berkeley Street,Boston (Illustra tion "i") 
24 
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• In Illustration nsn the new informa tion added by the 
poster is underlined. The name of the agency tha t presented 
the slip for service must be set down and the da te t he slip 
was presented, for this is the information most wanted by 
agencies. This the poster puts on the index ca rd "1" and 
initials it. The initial id.entifies the worker should an 
error be committed. As the street file clerk has not sent a 
street ca rd for "17 Williams Street, Saugus" the poster makes 
out ca rd ns". There is a third address "15 Berkeley Street, 
Boston" and its street card "3", t he poster examines to see 
if "Jones, Martha (Smith) & William" is on it. As they are 
not and are s ai d to have lived there she street lists the 
f amily. Next she records the two addresses "17 Williams 
Street, Saugusn and "15 Berkeley Street, Boston", on the inde 
card "1" and checks them, showing tha t in the street files 
there is a street card for each of these addresses. The 
poster then makes out a reference card "2" for the man's 
parents "Jones, Helen & Joseph". The street card "4" is made 
with an "r" pl aced before the name to show tha t a reference 
card and not an index ca rd for tha t name will be :found in the 
files. On the reference card "2" she checks the address to 
show tha t a street card exists in the files :for that address 
and :family. And on the index card "1" before the name ."Jones, 
Helen & Joseph" she pl a ces an "r" to show that those parents 
have a reference card in the files. It will be noticed that 
on "4" a space was left for the insertion of the maiden name 
27 
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should that name ever be known later to the Index. Should 
the record of "Jones, Helen & Joseph" ever be indexed by some 
agency the reference card would be destroyed and an index card 
be made. 
The Photostat Clerk. Of the "Jones, Martha & William" material 
the photostat clerk receives: 
The index card "Jones, Martha & William" 
(Illustration "n") 
The index card "Smith, Mary & James" 
(Illustration "q") 
Pictures are taken of the two index cards. They are inspected 
The identification is noted on the diary. The two pho t ostat 
copies are filed in the Quincy Family Welfare stamped _ 
envelope and mailed. 
Chapter 3 
PROBLEMS OF IDENTIFICATION 
To most persons unfamilia r with .social service index 
~ethods the above chapter title must sound absurd; for to them 
indexing is but elementary copy work. To those who hold this 
opinion a consideration of a few of the following typical 
problems is recommended. 
(l)The c4ildren of an aged couple known to various 
agencies marry and apply for welfare. How are the 
records of these children and their parents to be 
indexed so that the index card of but one will 
reveal the rest? 
(2)A welfare agency consults the Index regarding the 
record of Laura and Randolph Jenkins. How should 
the maiden name be indexed so that should a social 
service slip come in under her maiden name, she 
would be identified as the wife of Randolph Jenkins? 
(3)The Index is consulted concerning the record of an 
unmarried mother Marie J acobs. The na me of the 
putative f a ther James Hart is given. Hovv should 
these two names be indexed so that should a second 
agency consult the Index with the name of Marie and 
James Hart, Marie and James would be recognized as 
the unmarried mother and the putative father of the 
first .agency's record? 
(4)A social service slip of Joan and George Parker 
comes to the Index. Later George Parker dies and 
the woman marries a man named Petersen. Subsequently 
a second agency consults the Index regarding Joan 
and Oscar Petersen. How should this woman be indexed 
so that she be clearly identified as the woman in 
each marriage, and how should the two marria ges be 
indexed with no duplication of index cards? 
(5)Four agencies consult the Index regarding the records 
of a man named George Hall: a s George Hull, George 
Hale, and John Hall. How should these aliases be 
indexed so tha t should a fifth agency send in a 
social service slip under George Hale, he be instant-
ly identified with the index card of George Hall and 
of the two other .aliases. 
(29) 
, 
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(6)A socia l service slip on Mary and John Smith is sent 
in by a welfare agency. In the catalogue is a Jack 
Smith who might be John Smith when single. How is 
the Index to determine whether the two persons are 
one? 
These six questions in their order mentioned are 
called problems of cross-referencing, of maiden name referenc-
ing, unmarried mother and putative father, marriages, aliases 
and questioned record. In the ensuing paragraphs using the 
names given above, a graphic explanation of each problem to-
gether with other problems of a similar nature, is given. 
Illustration 1 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 41 Ha-,vtdas St. 
FROM (Name of Apnq) Boston 
~~().qlv:p~c -4\:0ao~at.eb}SJa?H 
Surname " Maiden me 
~ 
Different SpeDinp of Surname and~ Names 
1 
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Cross Referencing. ==================~----=-=-=-~======~======~ From the Old Age Assistance Division at 
the Sta te House the social service slip Illustra tion one is 
received: "Geraldine and Frank BroVvn" of Quincy have applied 
for Old A&e Assistance • In Illustra tion two the treatment of 
. 
this social service 
... -..... ...... . 
n ' ·--- .1- l 
., 
• ,~ , o :. ' • .;. 0('1 • I 
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The searcher locates the index card "A", and, look-
ing a t its base, under "rela tives", sees tha t four of the 
sons and daughters are cross referenced with their parents. 
The word "CARD" me ans there is an index card in the catalogue 
under tha t name. These four cards "B", "C", "D" and "E", 
are withdrawn from the files. It will be noticed that ea ch 
of these four cards is cross referenced to the parents.' card, 
1
. 
and the parents ' ca rd to it. Only 'Nhen the name of a parent 
does not appear in the catalogue are a brother and sister 
cross referenced; to do otherwise leads but to complexity and 
to a waste of time. 
Card "F" represents the index card "A" after being 
trea ted by the poster. On it she has posted the name of the 
latest agency, "State Old Age Assistance" and the number of 
its record. Should in the future someone wish to read that 
record all he need do is ask for "#0000". 
Maiden Name Referencing. It is not uncommon for a woman to 
make an application to some agency under her maiden name when 
she is already known to several agencies under her married 
name. As a check against such practice a maiden name is 
referenced to the married name. 
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Illustration 3 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 4.1 Ha,-kins St. 
FROM (Name of Agenc7) Boston 
~k-- .Q. 'A • ~\\. ~l f IM~ 
Surname . ~c Matde~ Name 
~!) . ~. 
Diiferent SpelUngs of Surname and other Namf 
Woman's First Name 
1~ 
B. Data 
' ~ 1 
B. Data 
'() 
Birthplace Occupation 
e.~ 
Birthplace '6ccupation 
~~ . 
• 4 
Birthplace 
~ ... 
Pre~. Address '-\:'5 1 ~,SV...-~, ~' · 
Prev. Addresses \b'S"\ .).\;, , ~ ... 
Dep't Boston Council of Social Agencies '-
In Illustra tion three the Sta te Temporary Aid con-
sults the Index on "Jenkins, Laura and Randolph". As the 
name does not appear in the na me catalogue or on the t wo 
street cards, it is called a "no index". 
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Illustration 4 
" 1-.2 /..4jr:z 7. ·-· 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDE~ " :i_ila,kina St. 
FROM (Name of Atenc7) 
Woman's First Nama B. Data Birthplace Occupation 
1~ ~. 
Man's First Na e Birthplaca Occupation 
2 
Children's Nam s. 
)~· 
--
Dep't Boston Council of ~ial Agencies :t. 
Illustration four represents the social s ervice slip 
(Illustration three) after having been treated by the poster. 
In the right hand corner the poster marks "N"(no index). 
Next she makes out a maiden name reference card(Illustration 
five)(A) and checks the maiden name "Daley" on the socia l 
service slip(Illustration three) which, hereafter, will mean 
that in the name catalogue that maiden name is referenced. 
I ' Illustration 5 
Then on the two street cards "4567 Brown Street, 
Boston" and "10 A Street,Boston"(cards not shown) she sets 
down the familyname, and on 1110 A Street,Boston" the name of 
the woman's parents, for they are said to be living there,too. 
To show that these two addresses have been street carded a 
check is placed following each address on the social service 
slip(illtistration three)and on the reference cards(Illustra-
tion five). The poster makes out reference card "B" as parents 
who do nothave an index card are referenced to their da~hters 
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t 
who are under thirty-five years of age. The poster then puts 
an "r" before the name of the parents(Illustration four) 
designating that a reference card appears in the files under 
that name. Likewise, before the name of the parents on the 
street card, "10 A Street,Boston" she places an "r". Thus 
are maiden names and daughters under thirty-five years of age 
referenced. 
Illustration 6 
To SOCIAL SERVICE II·, ~1EX 41 Hawkins St. 
FROM (Name of Agency) ~.. Boston 
t(\" , • I)O()I) Date ~~~~)k....t\_,~~ 'f '"?1~1 Surname · · Mat n N arne 
~) 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
1~ 
" Man's First N arne B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
2 
Children's Names B. Date Birthplace 
~ ~\1-o\~ ~~ 
· "" Prev. Addresses 
Parent's Names (' ~Ad~ 1~~~\:~-~~ 
2 . . 
Dep't Boston Council of Social Agencies ,,. 
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Putative Father-Unmarried Mother. In illustra tion six the 
Division of Child Guardianship indexes the record of an un-
married mother, her parents, the child, and the alleged 
f ather. A search finds all the names new to the files. The 
treatment of the social service slip by the poster is shown 
by Illustration seven and eight. 
Illustration 7 
. \ T A I '7 I '7 7 PS i-.-~ ,_,., '-' "'· 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX '1 Ha:wldns St. 
FROM (~arne of AgencJ) "*G c:l()() 
D1fferent Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
1~
Man's First Name B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
2 
Children's Names 
~ 
B. Date _ 
'3\1-o\(!1 
Birthplace 
~~ 
Pre~ . Address \ Ia 
Prev. Addresses 
Dep't Boston Connell of Soelal Agencies ·"" 
- ~- -=-==-----
- .-=-----=--= ========-== 
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Illustration eight. r epresents the social service 
slip after passing through the hands of the poster. As the 
case is new she types "N" in the top right hand corner, 
meaning TTno indexn; as the address "168 Thurlow Street, 
Boston" is not found in the street files she makes a street 
card and checks the address on the service slip; and as the 
unmarried mother later might marry the man and apply at some 
agency as "Marie Hart", the poster makes a reference card 
Illustration eight "A". And as the man might sometime be 
38 
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known by some agency, he is referenced to the unmarried mothe 
"B"; and his name is checked on the social service slip to 
show that a reference under his name is in the name catalogue. 
A street card for his address is made and the address on the 
social service slip checked. 
Illustration 9 
Address 
=====De~~==~============~-p't Boston Counell of Social Ageneies '~-
=-.:--= ====~= ~==---, =-~ 
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t llegibil.ity.-
' 
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The above illustration is an example of an 
illegibly written social service slip; so illegible that if 
defies analysis, and is sent back to the agency to be re-
written. 
Illustration 10 
To SOCIAL SERVICE JNDBX 
FROM (Name of Apnc7) · 
Dlo o f' i .1 r l:' 1h l ; c v • 1 i' • ·~ 
Sut'Jlame 
1-'c... o(:, or 
41BaJJW.St. 
Boe~ 
Date 
Woman's First Name B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
2 An. 1 h 
Children's Names 
B. Date 
7P 
B. Date Birthplace 
~~~L-------~C~~~· --------------------
Pres. Address 
Prev. Addresses 
Parent's Names Addret1111 
1 ,T ,_ , .M. ' ~ 
2 
~~·t Boston Coundl of Social Agencies 
Had t his information been typewritten as in 
Illustration ten the agency, the client, and the Index would 
have been saved time and effort. 
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Insufficient Information. In the Boston Social Service Index 
catalogue there are approximately two million index cards, a 
few of which are duplicates, that is, two cards representing 
the s ame record. Such duplication wastes time and money. 
Its cause is insufficient information. An example of this 
follows. 
Illustration 11 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 
FROM (Name of Awenc:r) 
U Hawkins St. 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name B. Date 
1 
Man's First Name 
~. 
Children's Names 
'h..:d-"A.ub:._ 
Pref!. Address \.\.~ ~ • 
Prev. Addresses 
Parent's Names 
1 
2 
B. Date 
.,~ 
Birthplace Occupation 
<~~~lt' 
B1rthp a~e 
~\:w.-\"~ 
Address 
Dep't Boston Council of Social Agencies !. 
= -=--=--==---~-=--=-==-==-~=-==~======--====--- --
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In Illustration eleven the Ruxville Community Health 
indexes the record "Dolan, Gertrude and Richard, 40 B Street, 
Ruxville", neglecting to include the maiden name and the pre-
vious address. As nothing can be found in the street files 
or in the catalogue under that name, a picture of the social 
service slip is t &.ken and filed in the catalogue, and the slii 
sent back to the Health agency marked "No Index". 
Illustration 12 
Ruz,rill e I 
1 0 J on es Avenue 
Nol a.n , Gert r ude 
{ P ~ter s ) & Ric h~ rd 
11/6/37 
.Illus.trations twelve and thirteen show the useful-
ness in identification of that missing previous address and 
that maiden name. Had either of them been obta ined by the 
Community Health intake worker, the index card "A" in 
Illustra tion thirteen would have been found. If the previous 
address had been given and not the maiden name(notwithstandine . 
the fact tha t the name was "Nolan" and not "Dolan"), the 
street card Illustration twelve would have lead the searcher 
42 
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to the index card; and if the maiden name had been given and 
not the previous address, the maiden na me reference card "B" 
would have helped locate the car d . Thus duplication of cards 
would have been obviated. Too much ·importance cannot be 
given the need of sufficient information, for without it a 
Social Service Index cannot function adequately. 
43 
The protection given to a client by sufficient in-
formation sent by the agency to the Index is shown in the 
following example. 
In 1929 Mary and John Hall of 10 Main Street,Hunt-
ville apply a t the Division of Child Guardianship to board 
one of the state wards in their home. The follow~ng social 
service slip, Illustration fourteen, is received by the Index. 
Illustration 14 
41 HaJVIriu St. . 
Sur.name 
r\ ~g 
Diff~rent Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name Birthplace Occupation 
1~
Man's First :kame B. Date Birthplace O,ccupation 
2 ~ ="· 
Birthpl~ce 
~ \ 
B. Date Chi! n m 's Names 
Prev. Addresses 
44 
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In the card catalogue the index card "A", in 
Illustration fifteen is found. Searching among the single 
!" . . 
"John Hall's" the searcher, with the aid of the man's parents' 
names given in Illustration fourteen identifies the man with 
the John Hall of index card "B" who was known to the Concord 
Reformatory 1910 and to Boston Psychopathic 1914. In the 
"Bowen Group", again because of the parental names given on 
the original service slip, identification is established,i.e. 
"Mary Hall" and "Mary Bow·en", of index card "C" who was known 
to the Reformatory for Women in 1916. Without those parental 
names such identification would have been impossible and a 
state ward might have been placed in an extremely undesirable 
environment. In "D" the poster has combined Illustration 
fourteen and the index cards "A", "B", and "C" on one card. 
"E" and "F" are reference cards referring the maiden name and 
the man's reformatory record to the index card. 
------=-==-==========~~==========~======*=====~~== 
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II 
Marriages. A married woman "JC?an(Markert) Petersen" applies 
for treatment at the Plymton Lying In Hospital. The Index 
receives the following service slip. 
Illustration 16 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX. 41 Ha,.-kiDB St. 
FROM (Name of Asency) 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name 
1~ 
Man's First Name 
Children's Names 
J 
" ~ 
Pref?. Address 
2 
Dep't Boston Council of Social Agencies ~-
It will be noted that the woman has been married 
twice, and that two addresses are given. Neither in the 
street files nor in the name catalogue in the ~etersen Group" 
-- --
47 
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can "Joan o.nd Oscar" be found. Finding nothing under the 
second marr i age the searcher tries the first marriage "Parker, 
Joan and George", and in that group finds the index card "A" 
in Illustration seventeen. 
An analysis of this card shows that it cou1d have 
been found by the maiden name and by the parents' reference 
cards. If the previous address "381 M Street, Birchville" 
=====JF::.::a2d~been included on the social service ~li12_, Illust~r=a-=t=i=o=n=='ll====== 
• 
I 
sixteen, the street card would have lead the searcher directlyJ 
to the index card. 
As it is the function of the poster to add new infor-
mation she is faced with the problem of posting this second 
marriage. The procedure involves one or the other of the 
following: 
Make a new card. 
Add the new information to t he old card. 
"B" in Illustration seventeen is the index card "A" 
after the poster has added the new material. An analysis of 
"B» shows that the index card remains under the first marriage 
~ith the name of the second husband posted under »previous 
rriages". A reference card "C" is made referring the second 
rriage to the first. To indicate the making of this refer-
a check is placed after the name "Petersen" on "B". 
t he future a social service slip come in under the 
me of "Petersen, .Joan and Oscar" the reference card would 
the searcher directly to the index card "B". 
Returning to the analysis of "B", under "names of 
agencies" it will be noted that the agencies knowing the woman 
er her first and second marriage have been differentia ted. 
nd so are the children of each marriage separ a ted. 
49 
The social service slip, Illustration eighteen,comes 
·n from the Fallsville Associated Charities. 
Illustration 18 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 
FROM (Name of Agency) 
(1 HaJVkina St. 
Boston 
Sut·.name 
\~ 
D<ifferent Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name B. Date 
1 
Man's First Name 
~ mea 
Prefi. Address 
Prev. Addresses 
Parent's Names 
1 
2 
B. Date 
• 
B. Date 
Birthplace Occupation 
Bi hplace 
Address 
--
Dep't Boston CouncU of Social Agencies ,t 
The street card "637 Grange Street, Fallsville" (not 
hown) offers no clue; however, in the name catalogue the 
searcher finds a reference card, "A", in Illustration nineteen 
indic_a~in~ that "George Hull" _i_?_ ~h~ files is known as ______ I_ 
50 
"George Hall". 
ifuii 
,.,. ............... ~ 
...rcor ·e 
Boot on!-Ublk 
·,,e l !'ar e ~ : 3!! . .;... 
Jos tonl'rnvo l '"''t'S 
BOSTON U~HVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF m:uco:.:·s ANO SOCIAL WORK 
UBRAP.Y 
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In the Hall group she finds the index card TTB". 
rnder naliasn, on this card, are recorded three names which, 
n the past, Hall has assumed. On ncn which is the back of 
ard "Bn, these three aliases have been posted, the date they 
I 
received qy the Index and the name of the agency sending 
hem. It is noted that each of these aliases ("B") are 
This means that in the files is a reference card 
eferring each of these aliases to the index card naeorge 
all". On these reference cards nAn, nDn, · and "En the ad-
resses are checked, an indication that that address, as well 
s the name, has been "street carded". Before the name of 
he alias,(on the street card), to show that that name is a 
eference, an "r" is placed. A photostat of this card, 
ogether with the social service slip(Illustra tion eighteen) 
·s mailed to the Fallsville Associa ted Charities. 
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uestioned Records. 
Illustration 20 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Birthplace Occupation 
Birthplace Occupation 
Birthplace 
v. Adch·esses 
2 • 
-
Dep't Boston Council of Social Agencies '~ 
In the above illustration "Mary and John Smith" 
pply for aid at the Brownsville Family Welfare. The street 
ard Illustration twenty-one helps· none. Nor can anything be 
ound in the catalogue in the "Smith Group" under "Mary and 
ohn". An index card "A" in Illustration twenty-two is found 
• 
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if>or the parents "Anne and Paul". It will be noted that the 
[birthyear of "John Smith" is in 1885. On the social serv~ce 
~lip it was 1887. In the "John Smith Group" the searcher 
~inds "B" and withdraws it from the file and passes it on to 
~he poster; who, not certain of the identification questions 
~he "Jack Smith" of "B" to be the s ame person when single with 
the "John Smith"(on Illustration twenty) when married. 
I 
l 
Illustration 21 
Brownsville 
485 B. Stree t Jones, M~ry ( Johnsonl 
8c Sarr:uel 
Ste·Nart , Elizabeth 
6/4/28 
• 
I 
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Illustration twenty-three represents the original 
service slip after being handled by the poster. On i t 
worker in typing has questioned the "Jack Smith 1' of "B". 
tostats of "A" and "B" along with the origina l social 
be mailed the agency. Later the agency is 
ected to inform the Index whether the questioned records 
the s ame. It will be noti ced tha t such questioning of 
- -- -="-=== 
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I 'B" would have ·been unnecessary had "B" conta ined the name of 
'Jack Smith's" father. Usually records are questioned because 
f insufficient information. 
Illustration 23 
To SOCIAL SERVICE n{1fif¥5 / 3 1l\ .a)Vkins st. 
FROM (Name of ApncJ) 
~ 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name B. Date 
1~ 
Man's Firs Name 
~h~~n's Names 
B. Date 
Birthplace Occupation 
Birthplace Occupation 
Birthplace 
Pre~. Address ~ S ~ '1/ ~ L & 
Prev. Addresses 
be eQue st ioned~ec ordHe~ewith : 
t>mith , Jack422H . b t . Bost on 
0ameman. 
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~blic Welfare Problem. Notwithstanding the fact that this 
~kroblem includes the problems of maiden name, alias, and 
arenta l referencing; of insufficient information, and of 
irst and second marriages, it must be treated separately be-
of its frequency and of the amount of time, money, and 
ffort spent by the agency and of the Index before identifica- l 
ion is established. An illuStra t i on follows: 
= ----=--
Illustration 24 
To SOCIAL -SERVICE INDEX 
FROM (Name of Ageaq) 
(1 Hawkins St. 
pellings of Surname and other Names 
Man's First Nam~ 
2 
Children's Names 
P re!). Address &-\= ~ 
Prev. Addresses 
2 
B. Date 
0~ 
Birthpla~tation 
B.~ Birthplac~tion 
B. Date Birthplace 
Address 
Dep't Bostoa Council of Social Agencies 
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In October 1932 "Mildred Bixby" applies for aid at 
Grantville Public Welfare, and the above social service 
lip is sent to the Index. A photosta of the slip is mailed 
to the agency marked "no index", with the photosta t filed 
"Bixby Group" in the name ca talogue. (The work of the 
poster is purposely omitted.) 
To the s ame welfare agency in November 1932 Myron 
(ohler makes application for aid, and, as with Mildred Bixby, 
he social service slip(below) representing his name is re-
urned "no index". 
To SOCIAL SERviCE INDEX 
FROM (Name of AgenCJ) 
, Woman's First Name B. Date 
1 
Man's First Name B. Date 
Prev. Addresses 
Pa rent's Names 
1 
""'" 
B. Date 
U Hawkins SL 
Birthplace Occupation 
2 ~====::===:===:====:::::========= ·-
Dep't Boaton Council of Social Agencies "" 
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In January of 1933 Myron Kohler marries Mildred Bixby 
and they move to "10 Spring Street, Grantville". At the wel-
are office in February 1933 Mildred applies for relief under 
the name of "Kohler, Mildred and Byron". The following social! 
service slip minus the maiden name is sent to the Index. 
Illustration 26 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 
FROM (Name oi_.y· . !'). (1 Ha,rkins St. 
Surname 
~~.Qr,J 
Different Spellings of Surname and other Names 
Woman's First Name 
1~
Birthplace Occupation 
~ ~Occupation 
BirthplacE! 
Pre~. Address l \) ~'N ~~ \ 
Prev. Addresses 
·' 
Parent's Names 
1 
2 
Address 
Dep't Boston Council of Social A~ 
-=--= --,__-_- --==,.------,=--
II 
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The slip is returned "no index". The welfare office 
issues food for two persons. For the s ame two persons weekly 
food vouchers are now being sent to three addresses "43 Green 
Street)"'68 Florence Boulevard", and "10 Spring Street, 
Grantville". (l) 
Illustration 27 
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 
FROM (Name of Asencr) 
Woman's First Name Birthplac Occupation 
1 ~ ~· >J 
Birthplace Occupation 
2 
Children's Names B. Date Birthplace 
Prev. Addresses 
2 
·-
Dep't Boston Counell of Soefal Agencies ,t. 
(l}In 1938-,\vhile ~n agent at the Bos-ton S.P.C.-C.the -writer in-:._ 1 
vestigated a complaint of neglect in which he found a woman 
living in Boston,who,each week,for the past 7 months had been 
driven from Boston to a neighboring city for a relief check 
~or her and fiye children. Because of the pressure of an 
normous case Lo~a~ her investigator in the nearby city had 
een unable to v~s~t and learn of the woma 's leaving-_ 
i 61 ~l_~ 
In April of 1933 the Index receives the above social I 
service slip from the Grantville Salvation Army. As a single 
person and giving her former address, Mildred Bixby applies 
for aid. In the name catalogue in the "Bixby Group" the 
searcher finds a photostat of the social service slip, 
Illustration twenty-four. The poster' copies this photostat 
on a blank index card, Illustration twenty-eight, adding to 
it the latest agency, "Grantville Salvation Army". A photo-
stat of this index card is sent to the agency showing that a 
record on "Ndldred Bixby" has been indexed by the Grantville 
Public Welfare. Illustration 28 
Not until October 1934 is "Mildred Bixby and Mryon 
Kohler" identified as man and wife when the Grantville Family 
Welfare sends the following service slip to the Index. The 
identification is made through the maiden name. 
==lr==== -==-
Illustration 29 
----~---- - --- -
To SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX 
FROM• (Name of Agency) 
41 Hawkins 
Boston 
Woman's First Name B. Date Birthplace Occupation 
\ ~ .. .:w.~.. 1 '¥-N .. ~ .. tiM.~ 
B. Date 
f\1 
Birthplace Occupation 
\~~.;t,,_ 
Man's First Name 
2~..t"'v'-4 
B. Date Birthplace Childr. 's Names 
2 
·-Dep't Boston Council of Social Agencies ·' 
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In Illustration thirty the poster combines all of 
the information given on the previous social service slips on 
one index card, "A", and makes out the three reference cards, 
"B","C", and "D". Should in the future either person make 
application to an agency under their single, married, or alia 
names, he or she would be identified immediately. Thus, for 
want of a maiden name the welfare agencies doubly served two 
persons for a two year period. 
- --=---=-- ===-=--
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Checkin • Accuracy--the primary requisite of the Boston 
ocial Service Index--is obtained through checking. In the 
escription of the seven processes in Chapter 2 it will be 
emembered that the street file clerk checked the street slip 
iter's work, the searcher examined the street file clerk's 
the poster the searcher, and t he photostater the poster. 
four checks were made before the cards were photosta ted. 
ere are two more checks on the reference, index, and street 
cards when they are returned to the files. 
When the poster is through adding new information to 
the street cards the cards are re-filed. . The green dummy slip 
(substituted for the street ca rd when withdrawn)the street 
ile clerk compares with the street card to determine whether 
the poster has added the proper information. As an example of 
this part "E" of Illustration 17, Cha pter 2, should contain 
the same name as given on its dummy slip Illustra tion 9 of 
Cha pter 2. Since it does the street card is re-filed and the 
ummy destroyed. 
When the photostat opera tor has finished with the 
index cards and the poster with the reference cards, the ca rds 
are alpha betically arr anged in a temporary file. Later these 
cards are re-filed by inspectors. The index ca rd "A" in 
Illustration 17, Cha pter 2, would not be re-filed until the 
inspector was certain that the new information given by the 
substitute social service slip Illustra tion 13 had been posted 
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~ correctly on the index card. 
- ====#= ~~ ============ ==-=====~=====#==== 
arne Grou In the Boston Social Service Index catalogues 
~ s has been s aid are approximately two million cards. Name 
l assification constitutes such a problem that the following 
hapter is devoted to the ingenious method used in amalgamat-
·ng these two million na mes into several thous and systematic 
roups . 
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Chapter 4 
NAME: GROUPS 
he Method. The primary reason for name grouping is the ten-
dency for a name to come to the Index misspelled. For example 
John Backman applies for aid and gives his name to the welfare 
worker. The worker for various possible reasons(poor diction 
on part of the client, poor hearing on part of the worker, 
timidity on part of client preventing him from correcting the 
vorker, etc.) sets down the name as Bauckman. Supposing the 
Index to which that slip was sent had Backman and Bauckman 
index cards filed in separate groups, the searcher would have 
looked in the Bauckman group for this "John Backman" and not 
finding him would have had the case "no indexed", notwith-
standing the fact that an index card would have been found 
under "John Backman". 
BY grouping Bauckman and Backman together, as is 
practiced by the Boston Social Service Index, such an error 
ould not be committed. Illustration thirty-one shows the 
arrangement of the Backman Group. 
All of the index and reference cards of the names of 
this group are alphabetized together according to their first 
names, i.e. Bekeman, Alice; Buckmann, Alice & John; Bockman, 
Alice & Peter; Bikman, Alice & Samuel, etc. Because there 
• 
are more "Ba ckman" cards than al?-y of the other names,"Backman" 
is made the group. Each of the names is referenced to the 
Group. Returning to the social service slip "John 
(67) 
auckman" the searcher under "BauckmanTT would. have been re-
ferred by a reference card to the Backman Group. Filed alpha- , 
betically under "John" in the Backman Group he would have 
found the index card. 
·-
Sometimes common names are kept as separate groups. 
Combined they would make such a large group that searching 
would become tedious. In Illustra tion thirty-two "Doane" o.nd 
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nntmnn though of the same consonant pattern as "Dane" are kept 
in separate groups. 
~ .. . 
Dane See Also :Doane 
" 
fl unn 
-f Pattern Vari ati one 
f· 
Dane Dunn 
Dunne 
Dans 
Daine 
.. Layne 
Denn 
VanDenn 
Yan:Deun 
Dine Dyne 
VanDine 
Vandine 
Done Jr-.:n 
Jccne 
.:Jccns 
Donn 
v~n::Jcone 
Dune VtinJuyn 
V~nBu;,•ne 
Consonants. It will be noticed in the above illustration that 
nnannstt belonged to the pattern "Dane". The consonant "s" is 
dropped. Consonants most t roublesome to the Index are "r", 
"1", and "n". The handling of these troublesome consonants 
is shown in Illustrations thirty-three and thirty- four. 
-=- - ~ ---==- ::::=... =-~ = 
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> 
Names new to the Index are compared with the 
already in the card catalogue with a pattern tracer in 
to find a group whose pattern would include the new 
Illustration thirty-five the name"Greenrose" is 
down on the pattern tracer. 
--~-----
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~~~==~===================================~= 
With the pattern tracer the worker checks through 
Lhe catalogue for a pattern for which "Greenrose" would fit. 
e pattern Illustrat ion thirty-five shows t wenty-five pos-
ible varia tions. The worker looks in the cata logue for a 
resembling the first variation "Granrase". Failing to 
~ind a na me resembling this varia tion he proceeds to the next 
r aria tion •Granrese•. Finally in the fourth he comes to the 
tme '~Granroos". In tha t group "Greenrose" is filed, and on he "Gra~oos Group" card "Greenrose" is made a variation, a nd i ts index card filed alphabetically according to its first 
ame. Often the tracing is not so simple. In Illustra tion 
hirty-six the name "Sydenstricker" is traced. 
Against the seventh varia tion "Sedenstricker" the 
orker checks the cata logue name "Seidensticker". By dropping ! 
he consonant "r" in "stricker" and calling the first vowel 
"e", "ei", the pattern group is found • 
..;....._-=.__:_ ==- -==- ==--- -===~======== 
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Translations. All names cannot be fitted to such pattern 
arrangements. The English translations of the French names 
"Le Roy(King), Boisvert(Greenwood), LeBlanc(White); of the 
German Schwartz(Black), of the Italian Bevilaqua(Dri~Nater)" 
- - defies pattern grouping. The Bo s ton Social Service Index 
file all the Le Roy Group alphabetically in the King Group. 
Under Le Roy in the catalogue a reference card referring the 
searcher to the King Group is placed. 
Such a system of the name amalgamation the Boston 
Socia l Service Index has found helpful in the adequate 
handling of its two million cards. 
-=-=----
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